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Quantum copying can increase the practically available information

P. Deuar* and W. J. Munro
Centre for Laser Science, Department of Physics, University of Queensland, Queensland 4072, Brisbane, Australia

~Received 12 November 1999; revised manuscript received 19 April 2000; published 8 September 2000!

While it is known that copying a quantum system does not increase the amount of information obtainable
about the originals, it may increase the amount available in practice, when one is restricted to imperfect
measurements. We present a detection scheme which, using imperfect detectors and possibly noisy quantum
copying machines~that entangle the copies!, allows one to extract more information from an incoming signal
than with the imperfect detectors alone. The case of single-photon detection with noisy, inefficient detectors
and copiers~single controlled-NOT gates in this case! is investigated in detail. The improvement in distinguish-
ability between a photon and vacuum is found to occur for a wide range of parameters, and to be quite robust
to random noise. The properties that a quantum-copying device must have to be useful in this scheme are
investigated.

PACS number~s!: 03.67.2a, 03.65.Bz
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that making copies of a quantum syste
~e.g., with a quantum copier! does not increase the amount
information present about the original. To put it another w
spreading information about the original system onto sev
systems does not increase the amount of information that
can obtain about the original~in fact, this usually decreases
due to noise!. However, in discussions on this matter it
usually tacitly assumed that one has access to optimal m
suring devices.

In practical situations, however, this is never the ca
One is always restricted to imperfect measurements, du
inefficient detectors, and various sources of random no
Although, in theory, quantum mechanics allows one to p
fectly distinguish between orthogonal states by making
propriate measurements, in practice distinguishing perfe
every time is impossible. Of course, in many situations th
imperfections of measurement are insignificant, but in t
paper we consider those cases where such inefficiencie
relevant.

Let us investigate what can be done in principle if one
restricted to using inefficient and noisy detectors. In ma
practical situations, what one is interested in is to determ
in which one of several possible orthogonal states a syste
residing. For example, this is what one does to extract tra
mitted information from a signal.

The basic idea explored in this paper can be expresse
follows: If we can obtain a second chance to use the de
tors at our disposal on the same state, we might do bette
distinguishing it from among the range of possibilities. W
will investigate what happens when one makes copies of
original state. If the available detectors are fairly poor, th
one may hope that making even imperfect copies may
provide improvements if one can then make independ
measurements on each of the copies.

Copying machines in general use two approaches. On
the extreme cases is a classical copying machine, where

*Email address: deuar@physics.uq.edu.au
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surements~destructive or nondestructive! are made on the
original state, the results of which are then fed as parame
into some state preparation scheme that attempts to cons
a copy of the original. This approach obviously allows one
generate an arbitrary amount of copies, possibly all ident
to each other. The opposite extreme is a fully quantum co
ing machine that by some process that is unseen by exte
observers~a ‘‘black box’’! creates a fixed number of copie
usually destroying the original in the process. Naturally, in
realistic situation, noise will additionally degrade the qual
of the copies, and copiers that utilize both of the proces
above are obviously also possible.

Since one’s detection resources are restricted to imper
detectors that discard some information about the state
then becomes immediately obvious that classical copy
gains you nothing. Any information about the original sta
that you can extract from the copies can be extracted jus
well from the measurement results used to produce
copies—and these are made with those imperfect detec
Quantum copying, however,is able to give improvements
even when degraded by noise and inefficiencies, as wil
seen below.

For simplicity, and because the aim is above all to de
onstrate the principle at work here, we will consider situ
tions where one wishes to distinguish between two ortho
nal possibilities for the input state. Some examples of t
would be single-photon detection, distinguishing spins
spin-half particles, single-photon polarization, or distinguis
ing between some number of photons and no photons.

This paper sets out in more detail, and expands on a
vious short paper dealing with this topic by the same auth
@1#. Section II puts forward the general detection sche
that, utilizing entangling quantum copiers and inefficient d
tectors, allows one~if the copiers are good enough! to
achieve surer detection than with the detectors alone.
example is given with a very simplified case of single-phot
detection. Section III develops a more realistic schema
model of single-photon detection, using a single controlle
NOT gate as the copier.

Subsequently, in Sec. IV we consider the noiseless c
and analyze its performance with respect to the standard
©2000 The American Physical Society04-1
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P. DEUAR AND W. J. MUNRO PHYSICAL REVIEW A62 042304
detector setup. We first consider the situation where one
the measurement results to make a decision about wha
original state was—the probability of being correct is co
pared between detection schemes. Second, we compar
total information about the original state that is in princip
extractable from the measurement outcomes. Section
looks at how robust the copier-enhanced detection schem
to random noise in the copiers and detectors. Finally, in S
VI, the properties that a quantum copying device must h
to be useful are found.

II. A DETECTION SCHEME WITH QUANTUM COPIERS

Consider the case where one of a set of possible in
states are to be distinguished by a measurement schem
ing ~some number of identical! imperfect detectors. That is
whether the input states are mutually orthogonal, or not,
detectors at one’s disposal do not always distinguish betw
the inputs with certainty. One also has some~identical! quan-
tum copiers that can act on the possible input states. F
first look at the situation, let us suppose that the poss
input states are mutually orthogonal, and that one has so
how acquired perfect quantum copiers for this set of sta
Assume the copiers destroy the original, and produce
copies for simplicity. Then, an obvious way to take adva
tage of the copiers is to send the originals through a quan
copier, before trying to detect both copies separately~as in
Fig. 1!. This basically gives one a second chance to dis
guish the input state, if the detection at the first copy fail

In practice, one can never be certain whether the re
given by a detector is due to noise, or the input state, bu
this case, having two tries at detection allows one to be
estimate whether the result was trustworthy—once again
average increasing one’s knowledge of the original. To
slightly more concrete, consider a very simplified model
photodetection using this measurement scheme.~A more re-
alistic model is developed in Sec. III!. Suppose one has pe
fect copiers, and noiseless photodetectors of efficiencyh.
That is, the probability of a count on the detector ish if a
photon is incident, and 0 otherwise.

With the copier set up as in Fig. 1, if any of the detecto
register a count, one can with certainty conclude that a p
ton was incident. So, if a photonis incident, the probability
of finding it is

Pcountuphoton
(1) 5h1~12h!h, ~1!

FIG. 1. Basic detection scheme using imperfect detectors, a
quantum copier.
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as opposed to justh with no copier, because one gets
‘‘second chance’’ at detection. On the other hand, if no co
is registered, then the probability that no photon was incid
is

Pnophotonunocount
(1) 5

12p

12hp~22h!
, ~2!

wherep is the probability that a photon is incident on ave
age, irrespective of the measurement result. The expres
of Eq. ~2! is always greater than (12p)/(12hp), which is
the probability if no copier is used. This increase reflects
added confidence that comes from both detectors failing
register the photon.

With more copiers, one can do better. Instead of plac
photodetectors at the outputs of the first copier, place cop
instead, and detect photons only when they have come ou
the second lot of copiers. One can continue putting in m
copiers in a similar fashion. If we let the number of copie
that photons must pass through before being detected bN,
(N51 in the case considered previously! then one finds that,
for this simplified scheme,

Pcountuphoton
(N) 512~12h!(2N), ~3a!

P(N)xnophotonunocount5
12p

12p1p~12h!(2N)
. ~3b!

So, asN increases, the probability of detecting a photon th
is present~given that it is present! approaches one. Also, th
probability that no photon was present if it was not detec
also approaches one.

Note that using quantum copiers, and not classical one
vital. A classical copier would have to rely on the sam
imperfect photodetectors, and would actuallyreducethe de-
tection efficiency, since to detect a photon at one of the t
copy detectors, one must have been first detected at
copier. This givesPcountuphoton

(1) 5h2(22h), which is always
less than or equal toh (Pcountuphoton

(0) 5h is achieved without
any copiers at all!.

III. A MODEL OF IMPROVED SINGLE-PHOTON
DETECTION

Detection with the help of perfect quantum copiers,
briefly discussed in Sec. II, is all very well, but what happe
when the equipment used is noisy, and not 100% efficie
Consider the following, more realistic, model of photodete
tion, using the scheme outlined in Sec. II.

The possible states that are to be distinguished are
vacuumu0& and single photonu1& states. Thea priori prob-
ability that the input state is a photon isp.

A generalized measurement on some stater̂ can be mod-
eled by a positive operator-valued measure~POVM! $Âi%
@3,4# described by a set ofn positive operatorsÂi , such that
( i 51

n Âi5 Î , whereÎ is the identity matrix in the Hilbert spac

of r̂ ~and of theÂi). The probability of obtaining thei th

a

4-2
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QUANTUM COPYING CAN INCREASE THE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A62 042304
result, by measuring on a stater̂ is then

Pi5Tr@ r̂Âi #. ~4!

Now suppose the photodetectors at one’s disposal
noisy, and have a quantum efficiencyh. The effect of these
can be modeled by the POVM,

Â15hu1&^1u1hju0&^0u, ~5a!

Â25~12h!u1&^1u1~12hj!u0&^0u, ~5b!

where the operatorÂ1 represents a count, and the opera
Â2 the lack of one. The parameterjP@0,1) controls the
amount of noise. That is,jh is the probability that the pho
todetector registers a spurious~‘‘dark’’ ! count when no pho-
ton is incident.

Model the quantum copier as one that has a probabilit«
of working correctly and producing perfect copies. Oth
wise, the parametermP@21,1# determines~in a somewhat
arbitrary way! what is produced. This can be written

r̂15u1&ud&^1u^du→«u1&u1&^1u^1u1~12«!r̂N5 r̂1
1 ,

~6a!

r̂05u0&ud&^0u^du→«u0&u0&^0u^0u1~12«!r̂N5 r̂0
1 .

~6b!

ud& is a dummy state, that is fed into the copier, and becom
the second copy. It is included here to preserve unitarity
the perfect copying case«51. The state produced upon fai
ure of the copier,r̂N is independent of the original, and
given by

r̂N5~12umu!
Î

4
1H m u1&u1&^1u^1u if m.0

umu u0&u0&^0u^0u if m<0.
~7!

Here Î /4 is the totally random mixed state. So form50 a
totally random noise state is produced upon failure to co
for m521 vacuum, form51 photons in both copies, an
for intermediate values ofm a linear combination of the thre
cases mentioned. The case briefly considered in Sec. II
the parameters«51 andj50.

This model @Eq. ~6!# of the copier is an extension~to
allow for inefficiencies! of the Wootters-Zurek copier, which
was extensively studied@2,5#. In the ideal case («51), with
the dummy input state in the vacuum (ud&5u0&), the trans-
formation is

u0&u0&→u0&u0&, u1&u0&→u1&u1&. ~8!

This transformation can be implemented by the simples
all quantum logic circuits, the single controlled-NOT gate.
These have recently begun to be implemented for some
tems ~although admittedly not for single-photon system!,
and are the subject of intense ongoing research, becau
their application to quantum computing. This means t
similar schemes to the one considered here may become
perimentally realizable in the foreseeable future.
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Note that transformation~8! can be also considered a
‘‘entangler’’ rather than a copier. Consider its effect on t
photon-vacuum superposition state

1

A2
~ u0&1u1&)→

1

A2
~ u0&u0&1u1&u1&). ~9!

This correlation between the copies is an essential prop
for the detection scheme presented here to be usef
otherwise one could not combine the results of the differ
detector measurements to better infer properties of the o
nal. For example, the universal quantum copying mach
~UQCM! @5#, which reproduces an arbitrary qubit with th
best possible fidelity, cannot give gains in detector efficien
via the scheme presented above, even when no random n
is added in the copying process~analogous to«51). This
matter will be further investigated in Sec. VI, where th
properties of the copying machine required for this sche
to work are investigated.

IV. PERFORMANCE OF THE COPIER-ENHANCED
SCHEME WITH NOISELESS COPIERS

First, consider the optimum case~for the copier-enhanced
detection scheme! whenm521. In this situation, the copie
produces a vacuum when it fails to work, and any no
present will come only from the possibility of dark counts b
the detectors. The effect of copier noise will be considered
Sec. IV A, but for now we will ignore it, to show the gener
features of this setup with greater clarity.

The detection scheme outlined in Sec. III provides t
observer who has the detectors with 2N measurement results
each of which can either be a ‘‘count’’~henceforth labeled as
1), or ‘‘no count’’ ~labeled as2). There are obviously bet
ter and worse ways for the observer to use these 2(2N) dis-
tinct possible outcomes to distinguish between a photon
vacuum input. Let us look at two of these.

A. Performance comparison for correctly choosing the most
likely input state

An obvious and simple way to utilize the measureme
results is to use them to decide whether it is more likely t
a photon or that vacuum was input. One assumes that
person using the whole setup knows the parame
h, j, «, andm. In statistical terminology, we find the max
mum likelihood estimatorû for the parameteru which de-
scribes the input stateuu&, and so takes on either the value
or 1.

We wish to compare how well this strategy works wi
the copier-enhanced scheme and with the basic one-det
setup. To this end, we will compareQ, the probability that
this ‘‘most likely’’ guess for the input state~i.e., that û
5u) is correct. For simplicity and clarity, we will restrict th
analysis of this method to the usual photodetection c
when dark counts are rare (j!1).

Consider first the standard detector-only setup (N50).
The measurement outcome probabilitiesPj u i @where Pj u i is
the probability of getting measurement resultj P$1,2%,
4-3
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P. DEUAR AND W. J. MUNRO PHYSICAL REVIEW A62 042304
given that the incident state was thei th one (i P$0,1%)# are
easily found using Eqs.~4! and ~5!:

P1u15h, P2u1512h, ~10a!

P1u05hj, P2u0512hj. ~10b!

Now the estimatorû( j ), given a certain measurement res
j, can be easily calculated from these, sinceû( j )5 i if Pi u j
>1/2. One finds, for example, that if a count is detected, t
the most likely input was a photon@ û(1)51# only if p
.j/(j11). Similarly, the other ‘‘common sense
conclusion—that if no count is seen, then it is more like
that there was no input photon@ û(2)50#—occurs only if
p,(12hj)/@22h(11j)#. This is because whenp, the
probability of photon input is almost certain, then even if y
do not see it, it becomes more likely that an incoming pho
was not detected than that none came in at all. Let us ign
such situations whenû(1)5 û(2), since then this method
tells us nothing about the input state. The situationû(1)
50,û(2)51 never occurs. We find that for useful param
eters, the probability of being correct is

Q~0!5P1u1p1P2u0~12p!512p1h@p2j~12p!#.
~11!

Now we want to compare to this the probability of bein
correct if some quantum copiers are used to help thi
along. Consider the setup with only one copier (N51). The
measurement outcome probabilities~wherePjku i is the prob-
ability that given thei th input state, the first detector give
the resultj, and the second detector gives the resultk), are
found using Eqs.~4!–~6!, remembering thatm521:

P21u15h2@«1~12«!j2#, ~12a!

P22u15«~12h!21~12«!~12hj!2, ~12b!

P12u15P21u15«h~12h!1~12«!hj~12hj!,
~12c!

P21u05h2j2, ~12d!

P22u05~12hj!2, ~12e!

P12u05P21u05hj~12hj!. ~12f!

In this case, we find that the estimation method used
this subsection is useful whenû(21)51 and û(22)50.
This occurs when

p.
j2

«~12j2!12j2
~13a!

and

p,
~12hj!2

2~12hj!22«h@22h~11j!#~12j!
, ~13b!
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respectively. Given these restrictions, there are still two p
sibilities: when the results (12) or (21) are obtained,
either a photon or a vacuum input are more likely. It tur
out that when the vacuum is more likely in this situatio

@ û(12)5 û(21)50#, theN51 detection scheme with th
copier always gives a worse probability of success than
using a single detector (N50).

However, in the other case, when any count on either
the detectors is more likely to indicate that a photon w
input, the scheme with the copier is often better. The pr
ability of a correct guess is then

Q~1!512p2hj~122p!~22hj!

1«hp@22h2j~22hj!#. ~14!

And so, the copier-enhanced scheme gives better res
wheneverQ(1).Q(0), i.e., when

«.
j~12hj!~2p21!2p~12j!

p~12j!@h~11j!22#
. ~15!

In particular, in the usual practical situation with few da
counts (j!1), and when the probability of photon input
much greater than the probability of a dark count (j!p),
this simplifies to

«*
1

22h
. ~16!

So the copier has to be just above 50% efficient if the qu
tum efficiencyh of the detectors is low, and somewhat bet
whenh is larger.

B. Performance comparison for information about
the initial state

It was seen in Sec. IV A that if one intends to make
definite judgment about whether a photon was incident
the ~single! detector or not, then for some parameter valu
the measurement result is no help at all. This is because
these parameter values, the most likely original state is
ways the same one, irrespective of the measurement re
happens to be. The parametersh, j, andp for which this is
the case whenN51 are those that do not satisfy relation
~13!.

Nevertheless, in such a situation the fact that a count o
photodetector is still more likely~sincej,1) when the input
is a photon than when the input is vacuum means that
measurement will always give at leastsome information
about what the input was.~Of course if dark counts are ver
common, it will give only a minute amount.! It follows, then,
that the method of interpreting the results described in
Sec. IV A ~choosing the most likely possibility! must be
wasting some information about the input state.

Let us look instead at the total amount of informatio
about the input state that is contained in the measurem
results. This is the~Shannon! mutual informationI m per in-
put state between some observerA who knows with certainty
what the original states are~perhaps because they were pr
4-4
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QUANTUM COPYING CAN INCREASE THE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A62 042304
pared by that observer!, and another observerB who has
access to the measurement results of the detection sch
This can be readily evaluated from the expression@6–8#

I m5(
i , j

Pj u i Pi log2

Pj u i

Pj
, ~17!

wherei ranges over the number of possible input states,
j over the number of possible detection results.Pi are thea
priori probabilities that thei th input state entered the dete
tion scheme,Pj u i is the probability that thej th detection
result was obtained given that thei th state was input, andPj
is the marginal probability that thej th detection result was
obtained overall. In our case, the probabilities are given
Eqs.~10! and~12!, and can be similarly readily evaluated fo
N.1. Actually, this calculation is usually quite convenien
and avoids some of the complex formulas encountered w
the previous method of Sec. IV A. Also, unlike the latter, it
applicable for all parameter values.

This mutual information has very concrete meaning ev
though in general,B can never be actually certain what an
particular input state was. It is known that by using app
priate block-coding and error-correction schemes,A can
transmit toB an amount ofcertain information that can come
arbitrarily close to the upper limitI m imposed by the detec
tion probabilities. In other words,I m is the maximum amoun
of information thatA andB can share using a given detectio
scheme, if they are cunning enough.

It follows, then, that the detection scheme which give
greater information content about the initial stateI m , will
potentially be the more useful one. The authors have sh
that the Wootters-Zurek («51) copier is the optimal quan
tum broadcaster of information when the information is d
coded one symbol at a time@9#.

From expression~17! it can be seen thatI m depends on
the a priori input probabilities~the parameterp in the cases
considered here!. This leads one to surmise that~at least in
general! various detection schemes may do relatively be
or worse depending on how frequently the input is a phot
This is in fact found to be the case. However, in what f
lows, we will concentrate mainly on thep51/2 case of equi-
probable photons and vacuum, since this is the situation
allows the maximum amount of information to be encoded
the original message, and so is in some ways the most b
case.

Finally, before we begin analyzing the new detecti
scheme, sinceI m becomes very small when most inputs a
of the same type~mostly photons, or mostly vacuum!, it is
convenient to introduce an effective efficiencyhe of the de-
tection scheme. If the new detection scheme gives mu
information contentI m(«,h,m,j,N,p) per input state, then
he

„I m(«,h,m,j,N,p)… is defined as the efficiency of a nois
less detector that would give the same mutual informat
content if it was used by itself in the basic scheme with
copiers, i.e,

I m~•,he,•,0,0,p!5I m~«,h,m,j,N,p!. ~18!
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he is a one-to-one, monotonically increasing function ofI m ,
and so if~and only if! some detection scheme increaseshe, it
also increases the mutual information. Thushe and I m are
equivalent for ranking detection schemes in terms of eff
tiveness.he also has the advantage that for some cases of
new copier-enhanced detection scheme it is independen
the photon input probabilityp. @Notably the basic noiseles
~but possibly inefficient! case whenm521, andj50.#

Now it is time to ask the question: for what parame
values does the copier-enhanced detection scheme pro
more information about the initial states than using a sin
detector? Consider first the simplest case of interest, wh
there are no spurious~‘‘dark’’ ! counts in the photodetector
(j50), and one has a copier of efficiency« that produces
vacuum upon failure (m521). This will give some idea
about the relationship between the detector and copier
ciencies required, leaving the effects of noise for later c
sideration in Sec. V.

As mentioned previously, in this situation the effectiv
efficiency is independent ofp, and with one layer of copiers
(N51) it is found to be given by the simple expression

h (1)
e 5«@12~12h!2#. ~19!

Since this is independent ofp, introducing a second lot o
copiers is equivalent to replacingh in the above expression
by h (1)

e , i.e.,h (n11)
e 5«@12(12h (n)

e )2#. In fact, in the limit
of never-ending amounts of copiers, the effective efficien
approaches

lim
N→`

h
(N)

e 522
1

«
. ~20!

One finds that effective efficiency is improved~over he

5h) by the copier scheme whenever

«.
1

22h
. ~21!

This is the same as condition~16!, that is needed to improve
the probability of making a correct guess with the method
Sec. IV A.

Since no random noise is introduced by either copier
detector, improvement is achieved whenever more cop
are added, to arbitrary orderN. The relative improvement in
effective efficiency (h (3)

e /h) when three layers of copiers ar
used (N53) is shown in Fig. 2. A few things of interest t
note in this figure.

~1! The copier efficiency required is always aboveh and
above 1/2.

~2! A gain in efficiency can be achieved even with qu
poor copiers—for relatively small detector efficienciesh
~which occur for photodetection in practice!, the copier effi-
ciency required is only slightly above half.

~3! For very good detectors, to obtain improvement, t
copier efficiency« has to be slightly greater than the detec
efficiencyh.
4-5
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~4! For low efficiencies, the relative gain in efficiency ca
be very high, and can reach approximately 2N for very poor
detectors and very good copiers.

To examine how much improvement can be achieved
more detail, consider when the efficiency of the detector
h50.6. This is a typical efficiency for a pretty good singl
photon detector at present. This is shown by the solid line
Fig. 3. Note how quite large efficiency gains are achieva
even when the copier efficiency is slightly over the thresh
useful value of 5/7'0.714@from Eq. ~21!#, and how adding
more copiers easily introduces more gains at first, but a
three levels of copiers, adding more becomes a lot of ef
for not much gain.

FIG. 2. Relative efficiency gainhe2/h contours for the three-
level (N53) copier detection scheme over the basic detectorN
50), as a function of detector efficiencyh and copier efficiency«,
where both detectors and copiers are noiseless (j50,m521).
Valid for any photon input probabilitiesp.

FIG. 3. Equivalent efficiencyhe, as a function of copier effi-
ciency « and number of levels of copiersN, when detector effi-
ciency ish50.6, and both detectors and copiers are noiselesj
50, m521). Results forN50 –3 are shown as solid lines, an
the limit of what can be achieved is shown as a dashed line.
gions beyond theN50 andN→` cases are not achievable wit
noiseless copiers. Valid for all photon input probabilitiesp.
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V. EFFECT OF RANDOM NOISE ON DETECTION
SCHEME USEFULNESS

Following on from the analysis in Sec. IV B, let us no
introduce various types of noise into the detection sche
Unfortunately nice analytical results like Eqs.~19!–~21! dis-
appear, so what follows is based on the results of numer
calculations. Additionally, the results now also depend
the photon input probabilitiesp.

First consider the effect of dark counts (jÞ0), while still
keeping the copier noiseless (m521). The regions of effi-
ciency gain and loss with one copier are shown in Fig. 4.
real detectors, dark counts always occur, but are usually
quite rare, so realistic values ofj are of the order ofj
<0.01. Thus~as can be seen from Fig. 4!, for likely param-
eters, dark counts do not reduce the effectiveness of
copier detection scheme by much at all.

Next consider noise in the copier. In our scheme, nois
linearly introduced into the copying process by varying t
parameterm away from umu51. The amount of noise in-
creases asm approaches zero, until only pure noise occu
upon failure of the copying form50. The dependence onm
of the values of« andh needed for efficiency gain is show
in Fig. 5. In the particular case shown, photons and vacu
are equiprobable (p51/2), and there are no dark counts (j
50).

First, it is seen that in most cases@10#, the optimum out-
put for the copier to produce upon failure is vacuum (m5
21), and the worst situation is when it produces photons
default (m51). Totally random default output (m50) re-
quires the copier inefficiency to be reduced by roughly
factor of 2 relative to what is permissible for vacuum defa
output. Unfortunately, little is known to date about ho
much noise will be inevitably introduced in a practical qua
tum copier, but it seems reasonable that the default ou
can be made somewhat~perhaps significantly! better than
random. If noise could be made 10% probable~perhaps not
an unreasonable figure! upon failure to copy, then copier

(

e-

FIG. 4. Regions of efficiency gain for the single-copier (N
51) detection scheme, as a function of«, the copier, andh, the
detector efficiencies, for varying frequency of dark counts para
etrized byj. In all cases, the copier produces vacuum when it fa
(m521) and the input is equiprobable to be a photon or vacu
(p51/2).
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with an efficiency« of about 0.65 would improve detectio
for typical quantum efficienciesh of about 0.3 or 0.4. Either
way, it is seen that even overwhelming noise upon failure
copy, still allows fairly inefficient~say «'0.8) copiers to
improve the detection efficiency. This is perhaps somew
unexpected.

Since the effective efficiencyhe only varies with photon
frequencyp when noise is present, the next question wh
arises when considering noisy schemes is what effectp has
on the performance of the new detection scheme. Figu
shows regions of efficiency increase in terms of« andh for
a single copier scheme, when it is used on sets of input st
containing different proportions of photonsp. The copier in

FIG. 5. Regions of efficiency gain for the single-copier (N
51) detection scheme, as a function of«, the copier, andh, the
detector efficiencies, for varying outputs when the copying fails
i.e., the variation inm. In all cases, the probability of dark counts
the detectors is taken to be zero (j50), and the input is equiprob
able to be a photon or vacuum (p51/2). The casem521 corre-
sponds to vacuum output upon failure of copying,m50 random
output,m51 photon output.

FIG. 6. Regions of efficiency gain for the single-copier (N
51) detection scheme, as a function of«, the copier, andh, the
detector efficiencies, for varyinga priori photon input probabilities
p. In all cases, the probability of dark counts in the detectors
taken to be zero (j50), and the default output upon copy failure
a totally random state (m50). Note that the scale in« differs from
that in Figs. 2, 4, and 5.
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this case produces the maximum amount of noise upon
ure ~i.e., m50). Features seen include the following.

~1! Efficiency is easiest to increase whenp is close to 1,
i.e., there are photons coming in most of the time.

~2! When photons are rare (p small!, the copiers have to
be very efficient to be useful, since one wants to regis
almost all of those that do come along.

~3! When photons and vacuum are of a similar frequen
the necessary copier efficiency changes slowly~see how the
p50.4, 0.5, and 0.6 curves are close together!.

The behavior exhibited is fairly typical, althoughm50
appears to be the worst case scenario, as it is the most n
In less noisy situations, the required copier efficiency« in-
creases more slowly with decreasingp.

VI. REQUIRED COPIER PROPERTIES

As mentioned briefly at the end of Sec. III@Eq. ~9!#, the
fact that the quantum copier produces entangled states w
the input is a superposition is important for the scheme o
lined above to work. Let us consider what properties a qu
tum copier must have to be useful in this scheme.

The scenario where it is easiest to enhance the detec
of information is where the detectors are very weak (h very
small!, and there are no dark counts (j50). So, if a copier is
of no use in this situation, it will not be useful for any de
tector parameters whatsoever. This will let us specify
broadest range of copier parameters for which they may
useful in improving detection efficiencies.

In any detection situation, we can choose the basis
which to specify the transformation to be the one in whi
the detectors measure populations only. Since this simpl
the mathematics, let us do so in what follows. We impo
one condition on the copier to make the analysis clearer:
states of the copies considered separately~that is, the reduced
density matrices of the copies! are identical. This is the usua
situation, where both copies are the same. This allows u
write the copying transformation of the two possible inp
states~including any noise introduced by experimental fa
tors! as

u1&^1u→a1u1&u1&^1u^1u1a2u0&u0&^0u^0u

1
1

2
~12a12a2!M̂1Ĉa , ~22a!

u0&^0u→b1u1&u1&^1u^1u1b2u0&u0&^0u^0u

1
1

2
~12b12b2!M̂1Ĉb , ~22b!

where

M̂5u0&u1&^0u^1u1u1&u0&^1u^0u, ~22c!

and where 0<a11a2<1 and 0<b211b2<1. Ĉa and Ĉb
consist only of coherences, so do not contribute to the m
surement probabilities, since we have chosen the basi
that what the detectors measure become the populations

s
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The information about the original states transmitted
the observer with the detectors can be easily calculated u
relations ~4!, ~5!, and ~17!, noting that when a copier is
present, the POVM which describes the combined meas
ments at both detectors simply consists of all tensor prod
of the one-detector POVM:

ˆÂnm5Ân^ Âm : n,mP$1,2%‰. ~23!

The information with weak detectors, input photon probab
ity p, and no copier is

I o~h,p!52hp log2 p. ~24!

With a copier, it is

I m~h,p,A,B!5hpA ln2 A1h~12p!B ln2 B

2h@pA1~12p!B# log2@pA1~12p!B#,

~25!

that depends only on two parameters of the copier:

A511a12a2 , B511b12b2 . ~26!

Figure 7 shows the values of parametersA and B over
which copiers are useful for detection enhancement, for v
ousp. Some points to note about this figure are the follo
ing.

~1! The diagonalA5B corresponds@via Eq. ~25!# to the
worst-case situation where no information about the in
states is recoverable from the detectors (I m50).

~2! WhenA.1, photon inputs create photon outputs mo
often than vacuum, while ifB,1, vacuum inputs create

FIG. 7. Quantum copier properties which allow improveme
in information transfer when using detectors of very low efficien
h having no dark counts (j50). A and B are parameters of the
copiers, and the lines show boundaries of the regions in (A,B)
space within which copiers give improvements. Various lines c
respond to variousa priori input photon probabilitiesp indicated on
the plot. Improvements occur in the regions away from the diago
A5B relative to the boundary lines for a givenp. For higher effi-
cienciesh, smaller regions ofA2B parameter space are usefu
The UQCM is indicated by the cross at (A,B)5(5/3,1/3), and the
Wootters-Zurek copier by the circle at (2,0).
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vacuum outputs more often than photons. Thus the reg
A.1,B,1 corresponds to imperfect cloning transform
tions, while the regionA,1,B.1 corresponds to imperfec
‘‘swapping’’ transformations which most often transfor
photons into vacuum, and vacuum into two photons.

~3! Relabeling u1&→u0& and u0&→u1& in the copying
transformation does not keep the recovered informationI m
invariant because the detectors do not react the same wa
photons and vacuum. This is why Fig. 7 is not symmet
aboutA5B.

~4! The noisy copying transformation@Eq. ~6!# used in
previous sections of this paper can be made to correspon
any values ofA andB whereA.B by appropriate choices o
m and«. In fact,

A511m1«~12m!, ~27a!

B511m2«~11m!, ~27b!

and families of such transformations with a set efficiency«
are parallel to the dividing lineA5B.

~5! Greater ranges of copiers become useful asp ~the a
priori input photon frequency! becomes larger. For very low
photon frequencies, only the close vicinity of (A,B)5(2,0)
gives improvements.

~6! The Wootters-Zurek copying machine~or entangler!
lies at this point (A,B)5(2,0), and is the only copying trans
formation which gives improvement for arbitrary photon fr
quencyp.

~7! The well-known universal quantum copying machi
~UQCM! @5#, which reproduces an arbitrary qubit with th
best fidelity lies at (A,B)5(5/3,1/3), outside the region o
detection improvement for anyp, and hence is never usefu
for the type of detection enhancement scheme discus
here.

Thus one can see that quantum copying transformat
used in such a detection improvement scheme as outl
here must be similar in their properties to the Wootte
Zurek copier~the controlled-NOT gate!, and the degree o
similarity required depends on the input photon frequenc

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have provided an example of how spreading inform
tion about quantum states onto a larger number of s
systems actually increases the amount of information ab
the original state that is available to an observer. The
reason why this occurs is that in realistic situations, obse
ers are always restricted in how close to the ideal their m
surements can be. Then quantum copying the original s
may allow the observer to make better use of the detec
apparatus at their disposal.

In particular, more efficiency of detection can be gain
by employing entangling quantum copiers such as
controlled-NOT gate. In fact, if the efficiency of the detecto
is far from 100%~such as in single-photon detection! the
copier does not have to be very efficient itself, and sign
cant gains in detection can still be made.

From Fig. 2, and others, it can be seen that to be use
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the quantum copiers must be successful with an efficienc«
over 50%, and somewhat greater than the detector efficie
h. It is not generally clear how feasible this is for vario
physical systems, or measurement schemes that one m
wish to employ. With current technology it is often st
easier to make measurements on a system, rather than e
gling it with other known systems; however, this varies fro
measurement to measurement and from system to sys
The physical processes involved in measurement and q
tum copying are often quite different: the former requir
creating a correlation between a quantum system and a m
roscopic pointer, whereas the latter involves creating qu
tum entanglement between two similar microscopic sta
Efficient detection depends on correlating the system with
environment in a strong, yet controlled way, whereas qu
tum copying depends on isolating the system from its en
ronment. One thus supposes that the usefulness of a sc
such as the one outlined here will depend on the system
measurements in question, due to the relative ease of im
menting detection and controlled quantum evolution in th
systems.

The copier parameters required for usefulness of the
hu

o
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posed scheme when random noise is present are foun
depend somewhat on the relative frequency of the vari
states to be distinguished. In any case, the copying trans
mation must be similar to a controlled-NOT gate, the exact
degree of similarity depending on the relative frequency
the input states. The effectiveness of the scheme is, howe
quite robust to random noise in the detection and copyi
We note that although a detailed analysis was carried ou
the case of single-photon detection, the basic scheme im
diately generalizes to the case of distinguishing between
two mutually orthogonal states with inefficient detectors, a
can be readily generalized to a larger set of input states,
different detectors. The analysis that is carried out in ter
of mutual information between the sequence of input sta
and an observer using the detection scheme, is seen to
method that is simple to use, and a powerful means of ev
ating detection schemes.
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